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implementation. So, why do we need AspectJ? A:
If you're using AspectJ, then you really shouldn't be

using Spring AOP. They're not compatible with
AspectJ, and I've had problems using them. (As
well as the fact that it's not trivial to configure
Spring AOP to work with AspectJ.) A: Spring

AspectJ is a rough port of the AspectJ API. Spring
is nice because it's been around for such a long
time, with a mature user base. However, it's a
somewhat rough port. For example, Spring's

AspectJ doesn't support source-level weaving.
Because of this, we often manually (or

automatically, using compiler tools) weave Spring
AspectJ into the bytecode of our aspects. In

contrast, AspectJ allows you to write your aspect
code in Java, and has a lot of built-in support for it.

That means you can write a lot more code at the
Aspect level, and have AspectJ weave your aspects

in on the fly, rather than manually. As a result,
many aspects of AspectJ allow you to write even

more code than Spring AspectJ. For example,
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